to see the improvement they have both made in composition.
spelling. I have no doubt you all had a very pleasant
time indeed, I would have been very glad to have seen you.
but it is not necessary for me now to go anywhere
for my health is better than it has been for several
years; you would no doubt be struck with my appearance
if you were to see me. Governor Morehead passed through
here the other day and seemed to be very much surprised to look so
well; he says my complexion is entirely changed. Sometime
ago, in passing through here; he advised me to remain
until I became a regular, he said then I would be well,
but the other day when I mentioned to him about
staying, he said he would rather I would go home next
winter, that you might see how much better I looked.
Chapel Hill is situated in the midst of very beautiful
picturesque scenery. On all sides it is diversified with
hills and plains. The College buildings are situated on a little
eminence and are composed of five. The South Building, which
is much the largest of which are two recitation rooms, a laboratory
at the hall of the two societies, besides some thirty private rooms,
the East Building, in which there is one recitation room, and
twenty two rooms for the students. The West Building, which
is composed entirely of private rooms. The tutors occupy one
each in the East and West Buildings. There is also a chapel
in which we attend church and prayers. Another building
for recitation rooms exclusively, in which there are four.
Thus you have some idea how we are situated here. I would be
very well pleased indeed, but for the wickedness of the students, for
instead of the innocent prattle of my little sisters, the kind and